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Abstract

• The vision of a network of seamlessly integrated distributed services that 
provide access to computation, data, and other resources is known simply 
as the ‘Grid’. 

• We propose an evolutionary process to standardizing services and
protocols necessary to support applications on the Grid. 

• An architecture with a minimal set of services to support interoperable 
High�Performance Computing in a Grid environment is presented as a 
first step towards realizing the Grid platform in its entirety.
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Introduction

• The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) provides the vision and 
abstract design of a flexible and robust Grid middleware infrastructure. 

• The OGSA working group in the Global Grid Forum (GGF) draws 
requirements from a set of use cases and abstractly describes the potential 
functional aspects of Grid systems. 

• The blueprints of the architecture are based on the ‘service’ abstraction and 
governed by the principles of service composability and interoperability.



Introduction
• The OGSA working group has a mandate to define an overarching 

intellectual context in which an interrelated, focused set of design efforts 
can take place.

• We propose that such design efforts should try to define a Grid 
architecture in incremental steps by concentrating on pragmatic, small 
and application domain�specific functional subsets of the overall vision. 

• We observe that successful standardization efforts almost always
address such small, well�defined, modular subject areas while taking 
into account broader goals and context. 

• In general, services and protocols that are widely viewed in the
community as having open research issues should be avoided in 
standardization efforts until a time when they attain wide industry 
acceptance, mature and interoperable implementations, and design
stability.



Introduction

• We believe that the key to building a widely�accepted Grid platform is to 
start with minimalist designs to which small, composable, extensible 
services and their associated interaction protocols are added in an 
incremental fashion. 

• Simultaneous design efforts should be encouraged to publish their 
proposals early and often so that they can be examined and debated by 
the wider Grid community in the overall context defined by the OGSA 
working group. 

• The result should hopefully be that common services and interaction 
protocols will be identified early enough to avoid most of the dangers of 
reinvention.

• Furthermore, Grid application domains can selectively implement only 
those services and interaction protocols that are relevant to them.
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Introduction
• As a first step of the proposed design approach we describe here an 

architecture that provides a minimal set of services specifically to 
support applications in the High Performance Computing (HPC) domain. 

• The goal is to enable the production of interoperable HPC Grid 
environments with adequate core functionality as a starting point, which 
over time can evolve in complexity and power through the introduction 
of additional, composable services as identified by experience.



Introduction
• We argue that there is a core use�case that drives the requirements for 

our HPC Grid: the use of computational resources on the Internet to run 
programs. 

• By standardizing a simple architecture for this use�case alone, we create 
an interoperable, cross�platform, vendor neutral Grid foundation 
sufficient for a significant majority of more specialized HPC use cases.

• We describe here a simple architecture that leverages existing work in the 
Web Services (WS) community and proposes simple, factored job 
scheduling and data transfer related services as the foundation for an HPC 
Grid. 

• Our primary purpose is to advocate a particular approach to designing the 
Grid architecture. It is not our aim to present our architecture for the HPC 
Grid in detail; instead, we discuss only those aspects of our design which 
help us illustrate the principles we are advocating.
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A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC

• One of the core parts of the Grid vision is the seamless use of 
computational resources on the Internet to run programs. 

• In a service�oriented architecture, such resources become available 
through services. 

• To achieve interoperability, services offering identical functionality 
support the same interaction protocols. 

• The decision on which of the available services on the Internet to use 
becomes an issue of price, policy, Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, 
or other metrics, but implementations of the consuming applications need 
not change.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC

• Beyond “standard” system requirements, such as support for distributed 
communications, security, and traditional system management, we assert that the 
following are the ‘core’ requirements for being able to run arbitrary programs in a 
Grid environment:

– The ability to run programs on designated computational resources, referred to 
here as ‘job scheduling’. There are three aspects to consider:

• The computational, data, network, and other resources necessary for the 
execution of a program must be specified, selected, and reserved for use;

• One or more programs and their associated libraries and other resources 
must be (potentially installed and) made accessible for execution on the 
reserved computational resources; 

• Programs must actually be executed on the resources that have been 
reserved and provisioned for use.

– The ability to ship potentially large amounts of data to and from places where 
executing programs can access and produce the data.

– The ability to dynamically discover and use HPC Grid related services.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: leveraging 
existing standard

• Many things are not specific to Grid computing, but are rather generic 
aspects of distributed systems. 

• Basic communications between distributed services falls in this category 
and we see no reason not to leverage the solutions being deployed within 
the wider IT industry.

• Another prime example is security, where the solutions proposed by the IT 
industry are sufficient for realizing a basic Grid architecture.

• We also anticipate that broader security approaches (e.g. standards for 
cross�domain authentication infrastructures) can be leveraged.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: leveraging 
existing standard

• There are many other examples, which we will not enumerate here. Instead, we 
will highlight the more challenging issue of identity, naming, and addressing of 
artifacts (e.g. services, resources, devices, processes). 

• Despite many discussions within the broad distributed computing community 
over the years, this issue has not yet led to a common understanding of the 
terms and a globally accepted solution.

• Interestingly, a widely accepted base infrastructure for naming does exist in the 
form of the Domain Name System (DNS). 

– This infrastructure has successfully served the Internet for many years. 
– However, various application domains above DNS have differing 

requirements from each other and have adopted different solutions. 
– As points of reference, the general Web architecture makes use of Uniform 

Resource Locators (URLs) to address resources while specific application 
domains make use of non�transport�specific Uniform Resource Identifiers 
(URIs) for their identity/naming requirements (e.g. Amazon Standard 
Identification Number, Life Science Identifier, etc.)



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: leveraging 
existing standard

• Based on the principle of avoiding the unnecessary use of controversial or 
poorly understood concepts and standards, we conclude that a basic HPC 
Grid architecture should impose as little in the way of identity, naming, 
and addressing infrastructure as possible.

• Thus we do not impose a particular identity or naming scheme for
resources and services and advocate the use of only an addressing 
mechanism that guarantees interoperable communications.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: job scheduling

• In order to enable the execution of programs on remote computational 
resources, we require a job scheduling interaction protocol. 

• As mentioned earlier, we argue that there are three distinct areas of 
functionality to consider: 

– resource reservation, 
– provisioning, and 
– execution. 

• The principle of factorization implies that these three aspects of job 
scheduling should be split out into separate, composable pieces rather 
than convolved together into a single monolithic job scheduling protocol.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: job scheduling
Such a split enables a variety of benefits:
• Quality�of�service guarantees and service level agreements can be satisfied

through resource reservation spanning multiple executions of the same or 
different programs (either serially, in parallel, or both).

• Different kinds of provisioning scenarios can be supported independent of 
the other aspects of job scheduling. For example, in some systems 
provisioning may be unnecessary because the relevant software is already 
pre�installed or available through a distributed file system. In other systems 
provisioning may require explicitly copying binary executable files to the 
relevant compute resources (and then deleting them upon completion of the 
program execution). Yet other systems may require the execution of 
installation and uninstallation scripts to implement provisioning. Separating 
provisioning from program execution also enables optimizations such as 
installing/uninstalling a program only once for several executions.

• Interactive and debugging sessions with remotely executing programs can be 
supported independently of the resource reservation and provisioning steps.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: job scheduling

• Another design consideration to take into account is that there already 
exist various job schedulers, with varying levels of functionality and 
specialization, which are in wide use already. 

• The principle of alignment implies that a job scheduling protocol should 
try to foster interoperability among existing product deployments. 

• However, it is unreasonable to expect scheduling vendors and developers 
to implement the superset of all features found in the existing job 
scheduling products.

• The principle of minimal, evolutionary design favors an approach in which 
one should seek to identify those functional denominators—captured as 
interaction protocols—necessary to support common job scheduling 
scenarios. The richer functionality found in may of today’s job scheduling 
products can be modeled as extensions to the defined set of core
protocols.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: job scheduling

• For example, not all job schedulers support the concept of program 
suspension. Hence such functionality could be provided by means of an 
“extension profile” to the basic job execution protocol.

• In summary, we advocate that support for job scheduling should be 
designed as a set of independently evolvable services for reservation, 
provisioning, and execution. 

• We further advocate that each service should be designed to support a 
minimalist base functionality that can be selectively enhanced and 
extended by means of composable protocol extension profiles. 

• As a result, all clients and schedulers will be able to interoperate with each 
other at a very basic level, while richer functionality of various sorts will 
be available to those clients and schedulers that understand the
associated protocol extension profiles.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: Data Transfer

• Jobs submitted for execution on remote computational resources may 
require access to data not available locally. Hence in HPC applications it is 
often necessary to transfer such data close to where a job executes. Data 
transfer requires:

– A means of transferring bytes between distributed services; and

– A means of specifying how those bytes should be interpreted by the 
services. It is necessary to understand how to interpret the format of 
the data being transferred (e.g. are these bytes a single file, a directory 
of files, a row�set, or a relational table) and where the transferred data 
should be placed within the receiving party’s storage name space.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: Data Transfer

• The principle of factorization implies that the issues related to data 
transfer should be treated separately from the data format and name space 
ones. This allows a variety of different protocols to be used for 
transferring data, whose format could adhere to one of several standard 
formats, and whose final name space destination could be specified by 
means of one of a variety of different conventions.

• While a data transfer protocol for explicitly transferring files and 
directories of files between independent services is clearly useful and 
would enable the basic HPC Grid to which we aspire, it is not clear that a 
global namespace for files—with its attendant issues of global 
consistency—is necessary for most HPC applications. 



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: Data Transfer

• Hence we argue that such functionality should not be part of a base HPC 
Grid design. 

• This is not intended to mean that work on a global filesystem with a 
federated namespace should be discouraged or that the Grid community 
will not eventually decide on its incorporation as a core service to the Grid 
platform. 

• However, the principles of incrementally building from a minimal base 
design and of avoiding solutions that are not yet widely accepted or have 
open research issues point towards the adoption of a less ambitious data 
transfer protocol for the HPC Grid.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: Directory Services

• In a distributed environment with many interchangeable services (i.e. 
services offering the same functionality by supporting the same 
interaction protocols), it is useful to be able to discover and dynamically 
choose one based on QoS, policy, security, inter�organization 
agreements, and other criteria.

• We observe that people already successfully use a variety of means to 
discover computing resources that may be available to them:

– Their solutions ‘know’ the name/address of available HPC Grid 
services;

– Their deployments use static “config” files with a list of endpoints to 
the services with which they interact: and

– The applications use standard directory service solutions such as 
UDDI and LDAP.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: Directory Services

• Since ‘simply knowing’ the name/address of available services is a viable 
alternative, the principle of defining a minimal base plus incremental 
extensions implies that a minimal HPC Grid design should not include a 
discovery protocol. 

• Since there is clearly significant utility in having a more general means of 
discovery, we advocate an incremental extension to our base HPC Grid 
design that encompasses a simple means of service discovery. 

• Employing the principle of alignment with existing infrastructure and 
industry initiatives, we argue that this extension should target an existing 
directory service infrastructure rather than inventing a new one.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: Directory Services

• Unfortunately, whereas there are several existing directory service 
candidates, such as UDDI and LDAP, there is not a single clear candidate 
that is unequivocally better than the others.

• As a result, the HPC Grid architecture does not propose a specific 
solution. Experience, evolution, and potential convergence would dictate 
which directory service solution could become an integral part of the Grid 
platform.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: System Management

• System management is a fundamental part of any distributed system and 
hence of any Grid infrastructure. However, we argue that a global standard 
for system management is not necessary for the provision of a basic HPC 
Grid infrastructure.

• System management almost always spans the resources residing inside 
an organization.

• Organizational boundaries are typically set up precisely to prevent 
resources from being directly accessible by external parties. This implies 
that each organization could use its own choice of system management 
infrastructure without affecting the choices and operation of other 
organizations. 

• The basic HPC Grid design does not depend on a common solution for 
systems management.



A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC: System Management

• We recognize, however, the potential importance of standard systems 
management protocols in supporting virtual organization scenarios. 

• As the availability of standards in this space matures and widely accepted 
solutions emerge they could become part of the larger Grid platform.
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Web Services

• The Web Services Interoperability (WS�I) organization was formed by the 
industry to create profiles of WS standards that can ensure interoperable 
implementations. As a result, the published WS�I profiles can be used as 
a safe basis for any service implementation.

• Indeed, today the exchange of SOAP messages between different 
middleware platforms and the use of WSDL to describe message�based 
interactions is, in most cases, trouble�free. 

• Work in the area of secure and reliable messaging is also being performed 
based on the relevant standards (i.e. WS�Security and related 
specifications, WS�ReliableMessaging). 

• Finally, although the work on WSAddressing has yet to be finalized in 
W3C, it is widely accepted that it provides a needed functionality for 
SOAP�based messaging.



Web Services

• One of our design principles is that standards should be based on 
non�controversial technologies whenever possible. Consequently we 
advocate that a base HPC Grid architecture use only those WS 
technologies for which agreement has been reached by the key 
stakeholders in the WS space. 

• At the moment, such an agreement has been reached only on a subset of 
the entire WS suite of technologies. 

• This is not to say that new solutions and ideas should be ignored.  
Instead, the Grid community should continue to experiment with them, 
work on their standardization and wide acceptance, and demonstrate 
interoperable tooling. 

• Only then should they be considered for integration in production Grid 
standards.



Web Services

A snapshot of the Web Services technology space. Fainted boxes represent domains for 
which unstable,  Non standardized yet, or even competing specifications exist.



Web Services

• There are still areas where specifications are either incomplete or not even 
submitted to a standards organization. 

• Furthermore, in some domains industry leaders are supporting competing 
specifications that provide equivalent functionality. 

• As a result, such specifications cannot be considered stable and should 
be avoided in the implementation of Grid related services until the 
industry has either converged on a single solution or until natural 
selection by market forces has declared a clear favorite.
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Defining High Performance Computing

Systems MPPs, Vector, MPPs, Vector, 
NUMANUMA

Dedicated HPC Dedicated HPC 
ClustersClusters

Resource Resource 
ScavengingScavenging

Goal Absolute Absolute 
PerformancePerformance Price/Perf, SLAPrice/Perf, SLA Harness Harness 

unused cyclesunused cycles

Targets Large Scale SMPLarge Scale SMP ClustersClusters
Underutilized Underutilized 
Desktops & Desktops & 
ServersServers

Coupling ExtremeExtreme Tightly, LooselyTightly, Loosely LooselyLoosely

Comm Shared MemoryShared Memory MPI, noneMPI, none ProprietaryProprietary

Network Bus, backplaneBus, backplane Myrinet, Myrinet, 
Infiniband, GigEInfiniband, GigE TCP/IP TCP/IP –– LANLAN

HPC Role in Science
Different Platforms for Achieving Results

Computational
Modeling

Sensors

Interpretation
& Insight

Persist

Data Mining
& Algorithms

Clustering simply refers to collections of computers in a fixed configuration designed to 
operate and be managed as a single, high-performance machine. 
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Top 500 Supercomputer Trends

Clusters 
over 
70%

x86 is leading
(Pentium 41%,
EM64T 16%,

Opteron 11%)

Industry 
usage 
rising

GigE is 
gaining 
(50% of 

systems)



Market Perspective

19911991 19981998 20052005
SystemSystem Cray YCray Y--MP C916MP C916 Sun HPC10000Sun HPC10000 Small Form Factor PCsSmall Form Factor PCs

ArchitectureArchitecture 16 x Vector16 x Vector
4GB, Bus4GB, Bus

24 x 333MHz Ultra24 x 333MHz Ultra--
SPARCII, 24GB, SBusSPARCII, 24GB, SBus

4 x 2.2GHz Athlon644 x 2.2GHz Athlon64
4GB, GigE4GB, GigE

OSOS UNICOSUNICOS Solaris 2.5.1Solaris 2.5.1 Windows Server 2003 SP1Windows Server 2003 SP1

GFlopsGFlops ~10~10 ~10~10 ~10~10
Top500 #Top500 # 11 500500 N/AN/A

PricePrice $40,000,000$40,000,000 $1,000,000 (40x drop)$1,000,000 (40x drop) < $4,000 (250x drop)< $4,000 (250x drop)

CustomersCustomers Government LabsGovernment Labs Large EnterprisesLarge Enterprises Every Engineer & Scientist Every Engineer & Scientist 

ApplicationsApplications Classified, Climate, Classified, Climate, 
Physics ResearchPhysics Research

Manufacturing, Energy, Manufacturing, Energy, 
Finance, TelecomFinance, Telecom

Bioinformatics, Materials Bioinformatics, Materials 
Sciences, Digital MediaSciences, Digital Media



Windows Compute Cluster Server 2003

Faster time-to-insight through simplified cluster deployment, job submission 
and status monitoring

Better integration with existing Windows infrastructure allowing customers to 
leverage existing technology and skill-sets

Familiar development environment allows developers to write parallel 
applications from within the powerful Visual Studio IDE



Windows Compute Cluster Server 2003

Mission: Deliver the easiest to deploy and most cost effective solution fDeliver the easiest to deploy and most cost effective solution for solving or solving 
scaledscaled--out business, engineering and scientific computational problems.out business, engineering and scientific computational problems.

Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2003, 
Compute Cluster EditionCompute Cluster Edition Compute Cluster PackCompute Cluster Pack++ == Microsoft Windows Compute Microsoft Windows Compute 

Cluster Server 2003Cluster Server 2003

•• Support for high Support for high 
performance hardware performance hardware 
(x64bit architecture)(x64bit architecture)

•• RDMARDMA ssupport for high upport for high 
performance performance 
interconnects (Gigabit interconnects (Gigabit 
Ethernet, Infiniband, Ethernet, Infiniband, 
Myrinet, and others)Myrinet, and others)

•• Support for Industry Support for Industry 
Standards MPI2Standards MPI2

•• Integrated Job Integrated Job 
Scheduler Scheduler 

•• Cluster Resource Cluster Resource 
Management ToolsManagement Tools

•• Integrated Solution outIntegrated Solution out--
ofof--thethe--box box 

•• Leverages investment in Leverages investment in 
Windows administration Windows administration 
and toolsand tools

•• Makes cluster operation Makes cluster operation 
easy and secure as a easy and secure as a 
single systemsingle system



Windows Compute Cluster Server 2003
CD1

– New SKU of Windows Server: Compute Cluster Edition (CCE)
– Identical to Windows Server 2003 x64 operating system
– CCE PIDs restrict server usage

• Similar to NAS and Web Blade restrictions
• Not for use as general purpose server, email server, database
• Allows for lower pricing of CCE vs. Standard Server

– Purchase full Windows Server operating system for general purpose server usage
CD2

– Additional components for parallel computing
• Microsoft job scheduler
• Deployment and administration tools
• Microsoft MPI stack
• SDK

– Purchasable separately from CD1
Setup installation options (CD2)

– Head Node
– Compute Node
– SDK & Utilities



Partners



TypeType ISVISV Application Application x64x64 MSMPIMSMPI OEMOEM InterconnectInterconnect
Interop Platform LSF interop Y n/a Dell GigE/Cisco

Breadth Wolfram gridMathematica Y n/a Dell GigE/Cisco

Breadth Mathworks Matlab Y n/a Dell GigE/Cisco

CAD Dassault Catia Y n/a HP GigE/Broadcom

Fluid dynamics Fluent Fluent 6.3 Y Y IBM Myricom

Fluid dynamics CD-Adapco StarCD 32-bit MPICH Dell GigE/Cisco

Structure/fluid analysis Ansys Ansys Y Y HP IB/Voltaire

Finite element analysis Abaqus Abaqus solver Avi and ppt

Finite element analysis MSC Nastran Y Y HP GigE/Broadcom

Finite element analysis ESI PAM Medysa Y Y IBM IB/Cisco

Finite element analysis MSC Marc Y Y IBM GigE

Applications at SC05



TypeType ISVISV Application Application x64x64 MSMPIMSMPI OEMOEM InterconnectInterconnect
Crash simulation ESI PAM Crash Y Y HP GigE/Broadcom

Crash simulation LSTC LS-Dyna Y Y NEC IB/Voltaire

Reservoir visualization Schlumberger Gigaviz Y Y HP GigE/Broadcom

Reservoir simulation Landmark Nexus 32-bit Y Verari IB/Silverstorm

Seismic data processing ParallelGeo SPW 32-bit Y IBM GigE

Atomic-level materials sim Accelrys CASTEP Y Y HP GigE/Broadcom

Molecular modeling Accelrys CHARMM Y Y IBM GigE

Molecular dynamics NAMD NAMD 32-bit Y Orion GigE

160+ OSS bio apps BioTeam iNQUIRY Y Y Tyan GigE

Applications at SC05



HPC Institutes

•Goals:
1) Build credibility in HPC community through relationships with HPC leaders world-wide
2) Secure high quality sources of product feedback and advanced HPC research

•Deliverables: 
1) Community and conference participation, 
2) Industry training and success showcases,
3) Microsoft product feedback, 
4) Open Source application ports, 
5) Technology prototypes for V2+



HPC Institutes

CenterCenter LeadLead ProjectProject
Cornell Theory CenterCornell Theory Center
Ithaca, NY Ithaca, NY USAUSA

David Lifka, PhD, Center CTODavid Lifka, PhD, Center CTO
Led Windows migration from IBMLed Windows migration from IBM

Porting 20+ OSS bio appsPorting 20+ OSS bio apps
700+ users on 600+ node cluster, Top 500700+ users on 600+ node cluster, Top 500

University of TennesseeUniversity of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN Knoxville, TN USAUSA

Jack Dongarra, PhD, Lab DirectorJack Dongarra, PhD, Lab Director
Founder of Top 500 listFounder of Top 500 list

Research in selfResearch in self--tuning HPC apps on Windowstuning HPC apps on Windows
Plans to support Phoenix compiler frameworkPlans to support Phoenix compiler framework

TACC TACC –– University of TexasUniversity of Texas
Austin, TX Austin, TX USAUSA

John Boisseau, PhD, Center DirectorJohn Boisseau, PhD, Center Director
HPC career at SDSC, ARSC centersHPC career at SDSC, ARSC centers

Relational data warehouses embedded in data grids Relational data warehouses embedded in data grids 
Demonstration of SQL Svr integrated with HPC clustersDemonstration of SQL Svr integrated with HPC clusters

University of VirginiaUniversity of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA Charlottesville, VA USAUSA

Marty Humphrey, PhD, CS ProfessorMarty Humphrey, PhD, CS Professor
Extensive GRID researchExtensive GRID research

OGSA computational grid researchOGSA computational grid research
Demonstration of WSI as an alternative to WSRFDemonstration of WSI as an alternative to WSRF

University of UtahUniversity of Utah
Salt Lake City, UT Salt Lake City, UT USAUSA

Ganesh Gopalakrishnan, PhD, CS ProfessorGanesh Gopalakrishnan, PhD, CS Professor
Formal verification research, MSR internsFormal verification research, MSR interns

Using MSR Zing model checker for MPI program analysisUsing MSR Zing model checker for MPI program analysis
MPI Model Extraction Tool implementationMPI Model Extraction Tool implementation

Tokyo Institute of TechnologyTokyo Institute of Technology
Tokyo, Tokyo, JapanJapan

Satoshi Matsuoka, PhD, Lab DirectorSatoshi Matsuoka, PhD, Lab Director
Preeminent HPC/Grid specialist in JapanPreeminent HPC/Grid specialist in Japan

Deployment, performance analysis and data managementDeployment, performance analysis and data management
Integration of a 30+ node NEC cluster into campus GridIntegration of a 30+ node NEC cluster into campus Grid

HLRS HLRS –– University of StuttgartUniversity of Stuttgart
Stuttgart, Stuttgart, GermanyGermany

Michael Resch, PhD, Center DirectorMichael Resch, PhD, Center Director
Leading HPC specialist in GermanyLeading HPC specialist in Germany

Engineering simulation and visualizationEngineering simulation and visualization
Will establish 300+ node Windows cluster w/ NECWill establish 300+ node Windows cluster w/ NEC

Southampton UniversitySouthampton University
Southampton, Southampton, UKUK

Simon Cox, PhD, Chair Computer EngrSimon Cox, PhD, Chair Computer Engr
Long term engagement with MSRLong term engagement with MSR

Engineering solutions utilizing computational gridEngineering solutions utilizing computational grid
Partnership with OMII Partnership with OMII –– Tony HeyTony Hey’’s Grid consortiums Grid consortium

Shanghai Jiao Tong UniversityShanghai Jiao Tong University
Shanghai, Shanghai, PRCPRC

Li Minglu, PhD, Dir Grid Computing CenterLi Minglu, PhD, Dir Grid Computing Center
Partnership with only national HPC centerPartnership with only national HPC center

Integration of MPI dev tools with Visual StudioIntegration of MPI dev tools with Visual Studio
30+ node Windows cluster at HPC center, user training30+ node Windows cluster at HPC center, user training

Nizhni Novgorod UniversityNizhni Novgorod University
Nizhni Novgorod, Nizhni Novgorod, RussiaRussia

Victor Gergel, PhD, CS ProfessorVictor Gergel, PhD, CS Professor
Long term history in parallel computingLong term history in parallel computing

Adaptation of a successful academic/industry courseAdaptation of a successful academic/industry course
Full implementation of a Windows HPC course by SC05Full implementation of a Windows HPC course by SC05



CCS Key Features

• Node Deployment and Administration 
– Task-based configuration for head and compute nodes
– UI and command line-based node management
– Monitoring with PerfMon, MOM, SPA & 3rd party tools

• Integration with existing Windows and management infrastructure
– Integrates with Active Directory, Windows security technologies,

management, and deployment tools
• Extensible job scheduler

– 3rd party extensibility at job submission and/or job assignment
– Submit jobs from command line, UI, or directly from applications
– Simple job management, similar to print queue management

• Secure MPI
– User credentials secured in job scheduler and compute nodes
– Standardized MPI stack
– Microsoft provided stack reduces application/MPI incompatibility issues

• Integrated Development Environment
– Parallel Debugger and OpenMP Support in Visual Studio



MPIMPI
NetworkNetwork

PrivatePrivate
NetworkNetwork

PublicPublic
NetworkNetwork

Corporate IT InfrastructureCorporate IT Infrastructure

Compute NodeCompute Node
Head NodeHead Node

ADAD
DNSDNS
DHCPDHCP

Windows Windows 
UpdateUpdate

MonitoringMonitoring
•• MOMMOM
•• 33rdrd partyparty

••Systems ManagementSystems Management
••SMSSMS
••33rdrd partyparty

Compute Cluster

Typical Cluster Topology

Admin / User ConsAdmin / User Cons

RISRIS

Job SchedulerJob Scheduler

MPIMPI

ManagementManagement

NATNAT

Node ManagerNode Manager

MPIMPI

ManagementManagement

Compute NodeCompute Node
Node ManagerNode Manager

MPIMPI

ManagementManagement



Leveraging Existing Windows Infrastructure

Active DirectoryActive Directory

Microsoft Enterprise Microsoft Enterprise 
Management ToolsManagement Tools

Windows  SecurityWindows  Security

Compute Cluster BuiltCompute Cluster Built--in in 
ToolsTools

Operations Manager

Systems Management Server

Windows Update Services

Secure Job Execution

Remote Installation Services

Admin Console

Performance Monitor

Command Line Interface

Kerberos Authentication

Resource Management

Group Policies

Integration with IT Infrastructure

Job Scheduler

Secure MPI



Simple Deployment and Management

• Windows Compute Cluster Server 2003 speeds time to insight by 
simplifying cluster deployment 
– Prescriptive, simplified cluster setup and administration
– Automated deployment and configuration
– Integration with existing Windows and management infrastructure

• Reduces setup time
• Requires less specialized skill set



Simplified Head Node Installation

Head Node installs only on x64 in first release
– Windows 2003 Compute Cluster Edition
– Windows 2003 SP1 Standard & Enterprise
– Windows 2003 R2



Flexible Compute Node Installation
Three ways to add compute nodes to cluster

– Automated setup through RIS. “Just power on nodes”
– 3rd deployment tool support setup.exe -computenode:<Headnodename>
– CD2 compute node manual setup option 

Nodes are already installed using 3Nodes are already installed using 3rdrd party party 
deployment tools or manual setupdeployment tools or manual setup

Run Add 
CNs 

wizard

Automated 
or 

Manual?

ManualManual

Automated Automated 
(RIS)(RIS)

Nodes will be installed using RISNodes will be installed using RIS



PrivatePrivate
NetworkNetwork

PublicPublic
NetworkNetwork

Compute NodeCompute Node Head NodeHead Node

ADAD

Admin / User Cons

ManagementManagement

CorpCorp\\JohnJohn

CorpCorp\\Sally Sally 

AdministratorsAdministrators LocalLocal

UsersUsers LocalLocal

AdministratorsAdministrators LocalLocal

UsersUsers LocalLocal

PropagationPropagation

Role Based Cluster Management



New Admin Console

Not building a new systems Not building a new systems 
management paradigmmanagement paradigm

Leveraging MMC for simple Leveraging MMC for simple 
management (MMC 3.0)management (MMC 3.0)

MMC used for cluster MMC used for cluster 
administrationadministration

Has 5 branches Has 5 branches 

Start Page Start Page 

To Do ListTo Do List

Node ManagementNode Management

Remote DesktopRemote Desktop

PerformancePerformance



New Job Submission and Monitoring UI

Win32 AppWin32 App

Centrally manage the Centrally manage the 
entire job queue entire job queue 

Print queue manager Print queue manager 
like experiencelike experience

Ability to save and Ability to save and 
submit jobs using submit jobs using 
templatestemplates

Automatically create Automatically create 
multiple tasks multiple tasks 



Command Line Interface

JobJob job new [job_terms]                          create a job contaijob new [job_terms]                          create a job containerner
job add jobID [task_terms]               add tasks to a jobjob add jobID [task_terms]               add tasks to a job
job submit /id:jobid                           submit job / taskjob submit /id:jobid                           submit job / taskss
job submit [job_terms][task_terms]  submit a jobjob submit [job_terms][task_terms]  submit a job
job cancel jobID                               cancel a jobjob cancel jobID                               cancel a job
job modify [options]                          modify a jobjob modify [options]                          modify a job
job requeue JobID                           requeue a jobjob requeue JobID                           requeue a job
job listtasks                                      list tasks ofjob listtasks                                      list tasks of a job     a job     
job view JobID                                 view details of ajob view JobID                                 view details of a jobjob

TaskTask task view                                         view details otask view                                         view details of a taskf a task
task cancel                                      cancel a tasktask cancel                                      cancel a task
task requeue                                   requeue a tasktask requeue                                   requeue a task

CluscfgCluscfg cluscfg view                                    view details of cluscfg view                                    view details of a clustera cluster
cluscfg params/setparams              view/set config paramscluscfg params/setparams              view/set config params
cluscfg listenvs/setenv                    list / set cluster wicluscfg listenvs/setenv                    list / set cluster wide envde env
cluscfg delcreds/setcreds               set /delete user credcluscfg delcreds/setcreds               set /delete user cred

Node Node node list                                          list nodesnode list                                          list nodes
node approve                                 approve selected nonode approve                                 approve selected node de 
node pause                                    pause selected nodnode pause                                    pause selected nodee
node resume                                  resume selected nodnode resume                                  resume selected nodee



Secure channelSecure channel
credentialcredential

End-To-End Security

Node MgrNode Mgr
Secure channelSecure channel

credentialcredentialClientClient SchedulerScheduler

MSDEMSDE

Data Protection Data Protection 
APIAPI

credentialcredential

TaskTask

SpawnSpawn

Logon Logon 
tokentoken

Logon as userLogon as user

DB/FS

ActiveActive
DirectoryDirectory

DataData

KerberosKerberos

KerberosKerberos
LSALSA

Automatic Automatic 
Ticket renewalTicket renewal



Monitoring Compute Clusters 

• Built-in capability 
• Queue monitoring 

– # of running, pending, failed, canceled, finished Jobs in queue
– # of running, pending , failed, canceled, finished tasks in the queue

• Node monitoring
– # of total nodes
– # of idle, paused, unreachable and ok nodes
– Percentage of idle, paused, unreachable and ok nodes
– # of CPUs in cluster
– # of CPUs in use in cluster

• Base OS performance counters (CPU, memory, logical/physical disk, 
network…etc)

• Monitoring Using Microsoft Operations Manager 2005



Job Scheduler

• Job ordering
– Priority-based first-come, first-serve (FCFS)
– Backfill supported for jobs with time limits

• Resource allocation
– License-aware scheduling through plug-ins
– Parallel application node allocation policies

• Extensible
– Third parties can extend by using standard submission and execution
– Partnering with third parties for deeper integration in the future

• Job submission
– Jobs submitted via several methods (e.g. Web, command line)

• Cleanup
– Jobs handled uniformly, facilitates easy and complete cleanup
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Job/Task Conceptual Model

Serial JobSerial Job

TaskTask

ProcProc

Parallel MPI JobParallel MPI Job
TaskTask

ProcProc ProcProcIPCIPC

Parameter Sweep JobParameter Sweep Job

TaskTask

ProcProc

TaskTask

ProcProc

TaskTask

ProcProc

Task Flow JobTask Flow Job

TaskTask
TaskTask

TaskTask

TaskTask



CCS 2003 Summary

• Deploying and operating clusters is not complex
• Does not require the end-user to stitch together and manage multiple pieces of 

hardware and software. 
• Windows Compute Cluster Server 2003 removes administrative barriers 

preventing broad adoption of HPC solutions
– Familiar environment and integration with standard tools
– Convenient job scheduler 
– Parallel debugging capabilities and full support of MPI standards

• Windows Compute Cluster Server 2003 makes HPC accessible to all scientists, 
engineers, and businesses



20052005

20062006

20072007

2008+2008+

Compute Cluster Solution Roadmap

►► MicrosoftMicrosoft®® Windows ServerWindows Server™™ 2003, Compute Cluster Edition2003, Compute Cluster Edition
►►MicrosoftMicrosoft®® Compute Cluster Pack Compute Cluster Pack 

►►Current Product Dates: Current Product Dates: 
►►Beta 1 Beta 1 –– September,  PDCSeptember,  PDC
►►Beta 2 Beta 2 –– November, Supercomputing November, Supercomputing ‘‘0505
►►Product Release: 1st Half of Product Release: 1st Half of ‘‘0606

►►Future Version: Future Version: 
►►Integration with the desktopIntegration with the desktop
►►Managed code support, web servicesManaged code support, web services
►►Metaclustering, forests of clustersMetaclustering, forests of clusters
►►Bring Microsoft's distributed systems Bring Microsoft's distributed systems 
management and programming leadership to HPCmanagement and programming leadership to HPC
►►Bring Microsoft storage success to HPCBring Microsoft storage success to HPC



AGENDA

• Introduction
• A Basic Grid Architecture for HPC
• Web Services
• What Microsoft does in the Grid field?
• OGSI.NET and WSRF.NET
• Conclusions



OGSI.NET

• What is the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA)?
– The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) represents a new vision 

of both the grid and web services. By defining standard 
communication protocols and formats, OGSA represents the means to 
build truly large-scale, interoperable grid systems. 

– The OGSA Working Group in the Global Grid Forum produces a set of 
documents detailing this vision. 

– The OGSA vision is being instantiated in the Open Grid Services 
Infrastructure (OGSI).



OGSI.NET

• What is the Open Grid Service Infrastructure (OGSI)?
– The Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI) is a set of WSDL 

specifications defining standard interfaces, behaviors, and schema for 
grid computing consistent with the OGSA vision. 

– These interfaces and behaviors define the Grid Service. 

– The latest version of the OGSI Specification is available from the OGSI 
Working Group in the Global Grid Forum. 

– The OGSI specification is being implemented on a number of different 
platforms including .NET (by this project), Java (GT3 from the Globus 
Project) and others.



OGSI.NET

• What value does OGSI add to Web Services?

– The OGSI Specification defines a subset of the behaviors of web 
services that are relevant to grid computing. In a sense, the OGSI 
Specification and the OGSI Working Group are like the Web Services 
Interoperability Organization (WS-I), but concentrating on the 
standardization necessary to make truly large-scale grids possible. 
For example, OGSI defines a lifetime management interface for 
transient grid service instances. 

– OGSI defines the idea of transient, i.e. short-lived, services. For 
example, a computational job could be viewed as a service. Currently, 
web services do not support this notion. 



OGSI.NET

The OGSI Specification defines a two-level naming scheme based on 
Grid Service Handles (GSHs) and Grid Service References (GSRs). 
Each GSH is a global identifier for a unique grid service instance for 
all time. While a GSH is global unique handle for a grid service, it does 
not contain all the (possibly) dynamic information needed to 
communicate with a client. OGSI provides for a GSH to be resolved 
into one or more GSRs which contain all the information needed to 
communicate with clients using one or more protocol bindings. 

OGSI provides a model for accessing the internal state that a grid 
service chooses to publicly expose. The Service Data Element (SDE) 
model provides standard mechanisms for querying, updating and 
adding and removing data associated with each grid service instance. 



OGSI.NET

• What is OGSI.NET?
– OGSI.NET is an implementation of the OGSI specification on 

Microsoft's .NET platform. It provides a container framework on which 
to do OGSI-compliant grid computing in the .NET/Windows world. 
However, the OGSI.NET project is committed to inter-operability with 
other OGSI compliant frameworks (such as the Globus Toolkit 3) 

– which run primarily on Unix systems and so represents a bridge 
between grid computing solutions on the two platforms. 

– OGSI.NET provides tools and support for an attribute-based 
development model in which service logic is transformed into a grid 
service by annotating it with meta-data. OGSI.NET also includes class 
libraries that perform common functions needed by both services and 
clients. 



WSRF.NET

• In short, the Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) is a set of 
specifications designed to merge grid and web technologies by framing 
the concepts of OGSI in terms of today's web service standards

• WSRF.NET is a set of software libraries, tools and applications which 
implement the WSRF and WSN families of specifications on top of .NET. 

• WSRF.NET allows easy authoring of WSRF-compliant services and clients 
and integrates many Microsoft technologies, such as .NET Framework and 
ADO.NET. 

• WSRF.NET builds upon the success of the OGSI.NET project by University 
of Virginia Grid Computing Group's 
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Conclusions
• While it is tempting to try to define the entire Grid architecture as a 

whole, there are still open issues to resolve and we believe it is thus 
premature to try to define a single, monolithic architecture. Instead, our 
approach advocates defining small, functional subsets of the Grid vision 
and employing an incremental, evolutionary approach to combining
these subsets to achieve an eventual overall Grid architecture.

• A key design principle of our approach is reliance on composable, 
service�oriented, and narrow�scoped interactions protocols. 

• These allow additional services and functionality to be selectively 
introduced over time. We believe that this evolutionary, composable 
approach to defining Grid standards will enable rapid and focused 
progress, encourage early adoption of well�defined, useful Grid subsets, 
and provide important experience and feedback for an eventually defined 
overall Grid architecture.



Conclusions

The evolvable Grid architecture as a growing set of services



Conclusions
• The evolutionary approach to the overall Grid architecture can also be 

applied within particular application domains. Those services and 
interaction protocols which are core to providing the basic functionality for 
the most common use cases should be defined first.

• Then, more advanced functionality can be considered, which should be 
built on the existing core functionality without replacing it and be 
introduced into the architecture following the principles of composability. 

• Applications should be allowed to integrate only the necessary core 
functionality and make use of advanced offerings only if desired and 
appropriate.



Conclusions

• Key to the success of this evolutionary approach to defining Grid 
standards is the use of a stable, widely accepted, and well�supported 
infrastructure. 

• We make, what we believe is, a non�controversial proposal to build an 
initial basic Grid architecture on top of only that subset of WS
specifications which benefit from wide industry acceptance, quality 
tooling, and in a standards organization.
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External Resources

• Microsoft HPC Web site
– http://www.microsoft.com/hpc/

• Windows Server x64 information
– http://www.microsoft.com/64bit/, http://www.microsoft.com/x64/

• Windows Server System information
– http://www.microsoft.com/wss/

• Get the Facts Web site
– http://www.microsoft.com/getthefacts

• GotDotNet Gallery for HPC
– http://www.gotdotnet.com/codegallery/codegallery.aspx?id=0c12237e-

58e3-4a9f-9637-ec6a4b9efe4d
• Blog

– http://blogs.msdn.com/hpc



OGSI.NET Documentation

• A technical overview of the OGSI.NET system: OGSI.NET: OGSI-Compliance on 
the .NET Framework by Glenn Wasson, Norm Beekwilder, Mark Morgan and 
Marty Humphrey, 2004, to appear in ccGrid.

• The programmer's reference: OGSI.NET Programmer's Reference by Glenn 
Wasson

• A paper about the programming model: Attribute-Based Programming for Grid 
Services by Glenn Wasson and Marty Humphrey, 2003, GGF9 Workshop on 
Designing and Building Grid Services.

• A tutorial on writing services and clients for OGSI.NET: The OGSI.NET Tutorial
by Mark Morgan.

• Slides from the OGSI.NET presentation at the Microsoft Research Faculty 
Summit (July 28, 2003).



Where can I get WSRF.NET? 

• WSRF.NET 3.0.1 is now available! Click here

• WSRF.NET is compatible with .NET 2.0 and VS.NET 2005! 

• Documentation:
– Installation instructions are available here.
– Instructions for converting a service from WSRF.NET 2.x to WSRF.NET 

3.0
– The WSRF.NET Programmer's Reference Manual.
– The WSRF.NET Developer Tutorial is now also available. 

• You can also get the source code from the tutorial



THANK YOU


